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NEWS EVENT

What does the 2020 Budget Bill concoct for you?
The 2020 Budget Bill sacrifies the government’s
aim of public expenditure reduction as it has
decided important income tax cuts in response
to the “yellow vests” crisis. The Budget Bill
contains, as usual, several measures that will
influence the lives of companies.
Let’s see some important changes.
Read more...

SPECIAL ISSUES

Temporary employment contracts: Rules to follow
Zoom on rules applicable to temporary
employment agreements. Hiring an employee
under a temporary employment agreement
(CDD) is commonplace in businesses. However, it
should be remembered that such an agreement
obeys strict rules
Read more...

OTHER NEWS

BUSINESS.

New public procurement threshold: The threshold for the procurement
procedure is increased from €25,000 to €40,000...

SOCIAL.

Staff representation: Companies must replace the actual staff representation
bodies with a Social and Economic Committee (SSC)...

SOCIAL.

Macron’s bonus: The government plans to maintain for 2020 the exceptional
bonus of purchasing power that employers...

BUSINESS.

Corporate governance: The articles of association of a public limited company
(SA) can now authorize the board of directors...

FRENCH BUSINESS LIFE

Businesses need to apply for the territorial economic tax
relief to which they are entitled

Centre des impôts: Tax Center - Paiements: Payments
Dégrèvement: Tax relief - Vous êtes ici: You’re here
More cartoons

SHORT NEWS
The INSEE expected a 1.3% growth in 2019 for France, which would reduce the unemployment rate to
8.3% by the end of 2019.
One out of two employees fear that the digital transformation will eventually make his/her job
disappear (Source: Observatoire Cegos).
According to the Commission of Social Security Accounts (CCSS), the cumulative deficit of the Social
Security (general scheme + old age solidarity fund) should reach €5.4 billion in 2019.
A study by the Institute of Public Policy (IPP) shows that the middle classes have benefited
most from measures taken by the government over the past two years to give to the population
purchasing power and fiscal advantages.

QUESTION

?
Reclassification of an employee
declared unfit
One of our employees has just been declared unfit to hold his workstation by the
occupational doctor. What kind of workstations should we propose to him under our
reclassification obligation?
Get the answer...
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